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The concept underlying a self-instructional course in which a reader may assess his
acquisition of knowledge in a given area is fundamentally sound. However, the at-
tempt made at such an approach in AppliedNutrition fails. The book tries to teach
basic nutrition by applying principles of biochemistry, physiology, and the other
health sciences. In employing this integrative analysis, the book sacrifices clarity to
detail.
The text consists often self-contained learning units, each considering a particular
aspect of nutrition. Topics discussed include carbohydrate, lipid, and protein
dietary sources, vitamins, and minerals. Each unit is divided into a number of
subsections. After each subsection, a set of review questions is provided to permit
the reader to evaluate the knowledge gained in that segment of the book. Com-
prehensive tests follow each chapter.
It is doubtful whether any reader could obtain much of an understanding of basic
nutrition from this text without investing considerable time and energy in the recom-
mended outside readings. The biochemistry and physiology presented within the
book are explained in a cursory and confusing manner. Without a substantial
background in these areas, the reader may quickly be lost. The diagrams designed to
elucidate the text often do little but further the confusion. Most of the included
tables can serve only as reference items, for too many facts are presented in each
table. The review questions following each unit are remarkably trivial and fail ade-
quately to assess the material learned. Fortunately, the test questions are somewhat
better constructed.
The text further suffers under the burden of atrocious editing. Page references in-
cluded within the text are frequently incorrect, and at least one is entirely absent.
One review question has two correct answers. In thechapter on lipid dietary sources,
an incorrect chemical structure is provided for a triglyceride. For some bizarre
reason, page 163 of the text is a repetition of the acknowledgments found at the
beginning of the book, while the true page 163 appears to be missing. Furthermore,
the volume is poorly bound.
The subject of nutrition deserves better treatment than it receives in this book.
While isolated facts and chapters are clearly presented, especially the chapters on
carbohydrates and the fat-soluble vitamins, the majority of the text needs improve-
ment. The integrative approach is a useful one, indicating the scientific base on
which much of our knowledge of nutrition rests and the necessity for the physician
to acquire some of that knowledge. The place to start learning, though, is not with
this book.
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These days top-flight, productive, competitive scientists who write many review
chapters are like the road agents of yesteryear who were glorified by tale and song.
Some were even perpetuated by some form of publication. It's all related to the ad-
venture of the process and includes style of approach and judgment, wearing a